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</tr>
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<td>Karamnezhad Fatemeh Tabatabai, Tehran, Iran</td>
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<td>Investigating the Words of Pahlavi Existing in &quot;Sorkhi&quot; Dialect</td>
</tr>
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<td>Moosavi Mirak Fatemeh</td>
<td>Islamic Azad University, Arak, Iran</td>
<td>Dunia and Resurrection in the Beliefs of Ahl-e Haqq (Yazidis) Based on the Words of Sheikh Amir</td>
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<td>Islamic Azad University, Arak, Iran</td>
<td>French Loanwords Adaptation in Persian</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaheem Mahmoud</td>
<td>Shiraz Khabar faculty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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**ABSTRACTS**

**Language and Common Cultural Heritage in Asia:**

**Persian in Tajikistan, Afghanistan and Iran**

Ali Gromnayeh, University of London

Persian is a surviving Asian language after the conquest of Arabs and Turks, who appeared in the region during the 7th and 9th centuries, respectively, and imposed Arabic and Turkish across their surroundings. It is spoken in Tajikistan (Central Asia) as Farsi-e-Tajiki, Afghanistan (South Asia) as Farsi-e-Dari and Iran (Middle East) as Farsi. As such, the Tajiks, Afghans and Iranians communicate with each other by one language and without difficulty.

Following the victory of Muslim Arabs beyond Arabia in the 7th century, many indigenous languages in the Mesopotamia, East Mediterranean and North Africa ceased to exist and their domain was taken over by Arabic. However, the Persian language did not surrender to the language of Arab rulers. Nor was Arabic totally ignored by Iranians. It had been used, in early Islamic period, by some Iranian scholars and scientists who intended to write for a larger community of Islamic states rather than just for their own domiciles. Likewise, Turkish opened its way by Turkic rulers into Aran and its vicinity where indigenous languages were forced to surrender.

Two centuries after the Arab conquest of the Middle East and Transoxania, the pre-Islamic, class-based language of the Persian Empire (Pahlavi) had almost been diminished. However, the resistance of indigenous Persians in the Greater Khorasan saved their cultural identity and initiated a new lingual phenomenon namely the Dari Persian. Dari used to be a “colloquial” language, being used parallel with the formal Middle Pahlavi, in Khorasan. Unlike the Sassanis (class-based) Pahlavi, Dari continued its existence among the peoples who were neither quite
Identifying Dash Maštis in pre-revolutionary Cinema of Iran:  
A Linguistic-Semiotic Study

Noonik Darbinian  
Yerevan State University

Dash Maštis belong to a sub group of Iranian Lutis, famous for not only their political affiliation and activities, which, also connects them to rough groups called obaš or chaghu kešan, but also for a distorted form of the Therani accent they use as their colloquial language. The goal of the present study is to investigate the signified cultural-linguistic aspects of dash maštis through moving images and voice in Iranian movies. The focus is mainly on film semiotics in order to structuralize the signified concepts through the shot sequences and codes. The base of the study is Umberto Eco’s types of codes introduced in “Articulation of Cinematic Code (1967)” and syntagmatic types of shots introduced by French Film Semiotic Christian Metz in his analysis of Adieu Phillipine (1962) in A Semiotics of the Cinema (1982).

Umberto Eco assumed that the cinematic codes are the only ones using triple articulation, which are figures, signs and elements. Using the above mentioned technique, we have classified the sequences or shots, which contain an element of dash maštis or jaheli in Iranian movies. As we see, the main element of identifying dash maštis in Iranian movies are the haft parcheh personal belongings and some specific behaviours like butigari, javanmardi, cheshm pak hudan, namusdari, ye kati raf tan and etc. and fusing of certain sounds in the Therani accent. In this case, the changing phonological features of some words is of importance, for example, the changing structure of divar (wall) into difsal and otomobil (vehicle) into hotel mobin.

In this study, we not only paid attention to the Third and Fourth categories of film semiotics, but also analyzed the location of the spoken word, language, and conversation. Since ta’arof is an inseparable aspect of Iranian sociolinguistics, we have also paid close attention to the special system of ta’arof, which reflects another element of identifying this subgroup in Iranian movies.

Hippo-linguistic Approaches to Persian Terminology 
in Medieval Armenian Horse Books

Jasmine Dum-Tragut  
Center for the Studies of the Christian East, University Salzburg (A)

In the changing socio-historical context of the 13th to 16th in the Middle East and the territory of historical Armenia, it is essential to explore the transmission of hippiatric and hippological knowledge from various methodological and scientific viewpoints.

The philological approach pursues the issue of transmission in form and content by comparing contents, terminology and phraseology of the texts in question, viewing the local and foreign texts as input and output. By checking relevant literature from the period in question, the historical approach explores where and how the encounters of transmitters occurred.

The linguistic approach, however, analyses not only the linguistic peculiarities of the text, but also the given specific terminology, particularly regarding its etymology. This terminology can serve as a veritable source for proving the ongoing language contact of horse specialists and exchange of equine knowledge, based on translations of Iranian equine literature, including Qābus-nāma’s 25th chapter and various Faras-nāmas.

Intensive language contact between Armenian-speaking and Iranian-speaking population has been witnessed since the early centuries of Armenian history and manifests itself in the Armenian lexicon. The equine terminology in the Armenian horse treatises of the 13th century, however, also shows a relatively young layer of Iranian borrowings. Iranian, no doubt, also served as very important mediator of borrowing Arabic equine terminology.

This paper will give an overview of the possible “contact” zones of Armenian and Iranian horse specialists based on the comparison of medieval Armenian and Iranian texts as well as of examples of Iranian loans in 13th c. Armenian equine terminology (anatomy, diseases, coat colours etc.).